We discuss several techniques for proving compactness of sequences of approximate solutions to discretized evolution PDEs. While the well-known Aubin-Simon kind functional-analytic techniques were recently generalized to the discrete setting by Gallouët and Latché [15], here we discuss direct techniques for estimating the time translates of approximate solutions in the space L 1 . One important result is the Kruzhkov time compactness lemma. Further, we describe a specific technique that relies upon the order-preservation property. Motivation comes from studying convergence of finite volume discretizations for various classes of nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations. These and other applications are briefly described.
Introduction
Let us think of evolution equations set on a cylindrical domain Q WD .0; T / ˝ IR C IR N . Proving convergence of space-time discretizations of such equations often includes the three following steps: constructing discrete solutions and getting uniform (in appropriate discrete spaces) estimates; extracting a convergent subsequence; writing down a discrete weak formulation (e.g., with discretized test functions) and passing to the limit in the equation in order to infer convergence.
For the first step, obtention of estimates is greatly simplified by preservation, at the discrete level, of the key structure properties of the PDE (such as symmetry, coercivity, monotonicity of the diffusion operators involved; entropy dissipation, for the nonlinear convection operators in the degenerate parabolic case; etc.). For getting discrete a priori estimates test functions are often used, as in the continuous case. Therefore, some analogues of integration-by-parts formulas and chain rules are instrumental for the first step. For the examples we give in this paper, "discrete duality" type schemes (mimetic, co-volume, DDFV; see, e.g., [3] and references therein) can be used to guarantee an exact integration-by-parts feature. In contrast, chain rules for derivation in time or in space must be replaced by approximate analogues, often taking the form of convexity inequalities (see, e.g., [4] , [3, Sect. 4] ).
In this note, we give some insight into convergence proofs for different subclasses of degenerate elliptic-parabolic-hyperbolic PDEs under the general form 1
1) with b. /; '. /; . / continuous 2 non-decreasing on IR, normalized by zero at zero, with a continuous convection flux G. / and with a 0 W IR N ! IR N of Leray-Lions type (see e.g. [1, 4] ; p-laplacian, with a 0 . / D j j p 2 is a typical example). For the sake of simplicity, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on .0; T / @i s taken.
But our main goal is to discuss the second step of the proofs 3 , the one of getting compact 4 sequences of discrete solutions. For linear problems, the two latter steps are somewhat trivial; indeed, mere functional-analytic bounds would lead to compactness in a weak topology, which is enough to pass to the limit from the discrete to the continuous weak formulation of the PDE. Thinking of nonlinear problems and passage to the limit in nonlinear terms, bounds in functional spaces can be sufficient when combined with basic compact embeddings; but this requires rather strong bounds involving e.g. some estimates of the derivatives. Regarding evolution PDEs of, say, porous medium type, L p bounds are available on the space derivatives but not on the time derivatives (those belong to some negative Sobolev spaces). In this situation, either compactness in an ad hoc strong topology is needed; or the weak compactness coming from uniform boundedness should be combined with some compactification arguments (compensated compactness, Young measures and their reduction, etc.) that exploit in a non-trivial way the particular structure of the PDE in hand (div-curl structure, pseudo-monotonicity, entropy inequalities, etc.).
In this note, we first recall in 2 the fundamental techniques using only bounds in well-chosen functional spaces (see [2, 9, 11, 17] for the continuous setting; see [12, 15] for the corresponding discrete results). In 3, we present a collection
